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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we derive the structure of coproducts of some quadratic algebras. This is done in the 
general setting of quadratic extensions of integral domains. 
1. NILPOTENT AND PSEUDO-IDEMPOTENT S-DERIVATIONS 
Let A be a commutative integral domain, i.e. a commutative ring with unit- 
element 1 and without zero-divisors. 
Let S be an automorphism of the ring A, while D is a linear mapping of A 
into itself which satisfies 
(aj?)D=aD/3S+ a-/xl (a,,PeA), 
in other words, D is an S-derivation of the ring A. The constants of the deri- 
vation (elements of A whose derivatives are zero) form a subring P. Both S and 
D have a natural extension on the quotient field F of A. These prolongations 
are denoted by the same symbols and for CXEA or CXE F we denote as usual 
The constant subfield Q of F contains the constant subring P of A, more pre- 
cisely: 
P=QfL4. 
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In the following we always assume that D is a nonzero S-derivation of A satis- 
fying 
D2+DA=O (AEP), 
in other words, 
a”+Aa’=O for all cr~A. 
We now derive some elementary structure theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Q is the quotient field of P. 
PROOF. Let 
E=fi (aeA, PEA) 
P 
belong to Q. Let y be an arbitrary element of A, then from E(~Y) = ay it follows 
E(,&)‘= (ay)‘, hence 
4(/w’+ WY)) = Car)‘+ ww. 
Because of 
mY+ WY) = (8’ + mJ + BY’ 
we can always choose y such that the left-hand side is not equal to zero. In the 
case /3’+ @3# 0 we choose y = 1 and in the case /I’+ &I = 0 we choose an element 
y with y’#O. In both cases the numerator and the denominator of 
E = (w)‘+ m9 
uhY+ Wr) 
belong to P, so E belongs to the quotient field of P. 
For the next theorem we need some auxiliary results. For all a,/3 E A we succes- 
sively have 
0 = (a/3)D2 + (a&DA = 
=aD2.pS2+~.B(SD+DS)+cr.8D2+crD.~S.L+cr.pD.rZ= 
=ao.~(SD+DS)+a(PD2+PD.~)+(aD2+cuD.A).pS2-(rD.~(S2-S).~= 
=aDj3(SD+DS)-aD+3(S2-S)d= 
=aD.{p(SD+DS)-p(S2-S)d}. 
Choosing an element cr~A with a’#0 we now find 
(1) fl(SD+DS)=A./3(S2-S) @E/I), 
and the next theorem is an immediate consequence. 
THEOREM 2. If S= 1, then A is a ring of characteristic 2. 
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THEOREM 3. If S# 1, then 
(i) S2 = 1; 
(ii) D is an inner S-derivation on F; 
(iii) the constant subring P is the subset of A, which is left elementwise fixed 
by S. 
PROOF. Because of the commutativity of A we have 
(CrpP = (PaP 611 a, P E A), 
thus 
aD.j3S+a./lD=/3D.aS+p.aD, 
aD.(j3-/5)=/3D*(a-as). 
Choose an element PEA with /3S#j?, then we have 
(2) aD=t,$a-aS) (aEA), 
with 
(3) po (tl~F), v=p-pS 
and this proves (ii) and (iii). 
To prove the first statement we rewrite (1) in terms of operators on the right: 
(D + A)S = S212 - SD. 
Every element of the form a(D + A) is a constant, hence 
(D+A)S=D+A. 
Combining the last two relations we obtain 
D+I=S2L-SD, 
so 
(S2 - 1)A = (1 + S)D. 
With (2) rewritten as 
D=(l -S)q 
we thus have 
(S2-l)(A+q)=O. 
If q = -A, then the relation 
D=(l-S)(-A) 
or equivalently 
D+A=SA 
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would imply 
(D+A)S=SA, 
hence 
DS=O, 
SO 
D=O, 
a contradiction. Finally we conclude 
(4) S=l. 
An easy calculation also gives the relations 
tf=qs= -q-L, 
r,3’=qD=Aq+2q2. 
REMARK. By definition every element a’+ ICY is a constant, hence S-invariant: 
a’+l.a=a’+la, 
so 
(5) 7=a’+n(a-a), all cr~A. 
In the same way every a + d is S-invariant, hence a constant,. so 
(6) &‘= -a’, all SEA. 
We observe that the relations (5) and (6) also hold for the case S = 1. 
THEOREM 4. In each of the following three cases the ring A has rank 2 over P, 
i.e. A has a P-basis consisting of two elements: 
(i) There exists an element @ EA, such that qY is a unit of A. 
(ii) There exists an element @ E A, such that 4 - 4 is a unit of A. 
(iii) P is a principal ideal domain. 
PROOF. (i) If @‘E A is a unit, then for arbitrary a E A we have the decompo- 
sition 
(7) ’ ’ a=a@+ a-%@ =alfp+a2, 
@’ ( > @’ 
and an easy calculation shows that both a1 and a2 belong to P. 
(ii) If 4 - @ is a unit of A, then for arbitrary a E A we may write 
a=~~+~=cq@+a2, 
e-9 
and again aI as well as a2 belong to P. 
(iii) First we observe that every element of the form 
aDS./3D (a,p~A) 
is a constant: (aDS.pD)D = aD(SD).pD + aDS*.pD* = 
=aD(-D)./3D+aD.pD2= 
= -aD*.jlD+aD.fiD*= 
=IsaD./lD-l.aD./3D= 
=o. 
Let A ’ be defined by 
A’= (/?‘1/3EA} 
and choose a fixed element aeA with a’#O, then obviously the set &I ’ is a 
subset of P. It is an easy exercise to derive that in fact it is an ideal of P, hence a 
principal ideal: 
:‘A’=eP (@EP), 
thus 
~+&I 
for some @ E A. It now follows that 
A’= #‘P, 
hence 
A=@P+P, 
which is the statement of the theorem. 
REMARK. If II- l E P and qY+ A@ #0, then we may replace the basis-element @ 
by w= @‘, which satisfies 
y/‘+Aly=O. 
2. QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
In the sequel we assume that the ring A has rank 2 over P (cf. Theorem 4), i.e. 
A contains an element @, such that 
A=P+P@. 
For a fixed element BE A we define the constant p E P by 
(8) p=e~+m--88. 
The quadratic &extension of A is the non-commutative ring R consisting of all 
elements wy + 6 (y, 6 E A, w $ A) and defining relations 
(9) aw=wB+a’ (all aEA), 
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(10) w2+wA+p=0. 
The element 8+ 8 is a constant, say 7, hence 
(11) B= -e+ 7 (TEP), 
and (8) reads as 
et= - f32+(7--n>e+p. 
An easy calculation gives the relation 
(w+ep=(w+e)(74). 
We now represent the ring R as a ring of 2 x2-matrices with entries in P. For 
this purpose we use the following idempotents in the quotient ring A4 of R: 
with 
(13) Jr= -qY+e(fJ-4). 
We observe that in the case S= 1 we have 
lr= @‘#O. 
In the case S# 1 we have 
R= -~‘+e(~-~)=tl(~-~)+e(~-~)=(11+e)(~-~). 
The basis-element # is not a constant, hence $# 9, and the right-hand side is 
equal to zero if and only if q = - 8. Because of the relations 
-if-Q=A, 
q'+Aq=-2r/Q, 
it then follows 
r=l, 
e’+Ae=2eo. 
In short 
In order to avoid this possibility we now introduce: 
ASSUMPTION. If 7= I (i.e. O+ 8= A), then (#I#~. 
The fundamental relation (9) may be rewritten as 
a(w+e)=(w+e)a+(a'+e(a-d)}, 
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SO - 
ae1 =e,a+ (aP+8(a-a)) g, 
hence a = @ gives 
de1 =el$-8, 
SO 
It is easy to check that the following correspondences yield a matrix repre- 
sentation (over Q) of the quotient ring M of R: 
where a E F and aI, a2 E Q. Further we have 
1 0 
vO o9 ( > 0 0 e2+ o l ; ( > 
(14) e1a+e2P-) ; ( 
- hi% 
> p2+p~(fj+fj) ’ 
where a = al 9 + a2 and p = /3i @ + p2 both belong to F. From M= ei F+ e2F and 
(14) we conclude that 
the ring of 2 x2-matrices over Q, In general however, the ring R is not iso- 
morphic to P2, but isomorphic to a subring of P2. In order to characterize that 
subring, let wy + 6 (~,a E A) be an arbitrary element of the ring R. We now have 
wy+S=e,jy(+-B)+Sj+e2(d-8y)= 
with 
=e,a+e2/3, 
a=y i-0 +6 (aEF), 
( > 
p=s-- ey (PEA). 
Although in general a $ A, it is easy to prove that a2 and @$a1 always belong to 
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P. With relation (14) we can now represent every element of the ring R as a 
matrix: 
wy+6-+ ( > ; f; (a,b,c,deP). 
A necessary and sufficient condition for such a matrix to be a representative of 
an element of R is that both the following conditions are satisfied: 
(15) pa+(t-A)b+ qc - pd E RRP, 
(16) w- pb + (tq - @Q)p)c - qd E nitP, 
where 
i 
t=e+fij 
p= -(@‘+L@)+(&l+@@+~(n-T) 
(17) 
q=@+(r-w4 
We omit the tedious calculations, but the next theorem now follows imme- 
diately: 
THEOREM 5. If n = - @‘+ O($- 9) is a unit of the ring A, then R s P2, the full 
2 x 2-matrix ring over the constants. 
In the case S= 1, hence characteristic 2, we have a sharper result: 
THEOREM 6. If S = 1 and A contains any element O, such that u’ is a unit of the 
ring A, then R z P2, the full 2 x 2-matrix ring over the constants. 
PROOF. By the proof of theorem 4(i) we may choose @ = u. The element II = u’ 
is a unit of A, hence by Theorem 5 we conclude that R G P2. 
We now consider the special case that 6 may serve as a basis-element: 
A=P+PB, 
and we put 
t7= - tmp= 
= e2- re+p. 
We distinguish the following cases: 
1) 7= L With @ = t9 relations (17) become: 
<=r=k, 
p= -CT, 
q=rlp= -La, 
nif ‘p2 = 02, 
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Relations (15) and (16) now become: 
-aa - kc+ adts a2P, 
-Aaa+ub+(-12a+BBo)c+ladEo2P, 
SO 
a+Lc-deuP, 
-A(a+Ac-d)+(b+f#k)EoP, 
hence with l&7= p - o we conclude 
a+Ic-dEaP, 
b+pcE OP. 
2) t # A. We replace the basis-element 8 by 
f$=a+(t--A)& 
and this is allowed if we assume that (r- 12)-r E P. 
We observe that 
r=20+ 7(t- A), 
P=O, 
Q = (T - W6, 
nff = (T - q2$Jjs. 
The relations (15) and (16) now read as 
(T - A)b + (T - @#$k E (5 - A)Q$P, 
(T - 493a + t(s - A)@& - (T - A)q@d e (T - A)2@&‘, 
hence 
b + &GE #$P, 
a+&-deP, 
so 
b E q@P. 
An easy calculation gives 
~~=a2+~(~--)u+~(T--)2. 
The results obtained may now be summed up as follows: 
THEOREM 7. IfA=P+PB, 0+8=tand tr= -08+~=02-r0+~#Oo, thenR 
is isomorphic to a subring of matrices 
( > z fi (a,b,c,dEP), 
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where we have the following two characterizations: 
1. r=1: Both a+Lc-d and b+pc divisible by o. 
2. r#A and (r--)-l EP: b divisible by c~~+A(r-A)o+c((r-A)~. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k be a commutative field of arbitrary characteristic and let K 
be the commutative extension field generated by y over k with relation 
y2+yl+p=0 (LJdEk). 
Let L. be the commutative ring generated by t over k with 
t2 = t@ (@ E k). 
We now wish to ascertain the structure of the free product R of K and L. This 
free product, sometimes named coproduct, consists of finite sums of mono- 
mials of elements of K and L. We introduce the element 
x=y-t 
and the polynomial subring 
A = k[x]. 
With t =y -x and t2 = t,g it easily follows 
x.y=y(-x-1-@)+(X2+@x-p), 
in short 
x-y=y*,?+x’, 
where for a~,4 the ring-automorphism S : a-rd and the S-derivation D : a-U 
are determined by 
R= -X-A-Q, 
x’=x2+ex-p. 
We observe that 
R=yA+A, 
and with ~9 = -x we also have 
(&+ A@) - eiJ=/l, 
so R is a quadratic O-extension of A. 
We again introduce the constant o by 
O= -eB+p= -a+~= 
=x2+(A+&l)x+p= 
= -(yt+ty+nt-ey). 
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Easy considerations now result in 
A=P+Px=P+P& 
where the constant subring P is given by 
P=k[a], 
i.e. we precisely have the situation of theorem 7. 
With 
r-A=B+B-A= 
=-x-R-k= 
=LQ, 
we may conclude that the free product R is isomorphic to a subring of matrices 
over the constant subring P= k[a]. In fact we have the following two cases: 
1) Q=O: both a+k-d and b+pc divisible by o. 
2) Q ~0: b divisible by o2 + &a+&. 
REMARK. GM. Bergman (ref. 1, Corollary 2.5) derived for the global dimen- 
sion of the ring R: 
global dim. R = sup (gl. dim. K, gl. dim. L) if this is positive, or it is s 1 if K 
and L both have global dimension equal to zero. 
It is well-known (ref. 2, p. 111) that global dimension zero is equivalent to R 
being Artinian semi-simple, which would be a contradiction, hence: 
1) @=O: gl. dim. R=m. 
2) e#O: gl. dim. R= 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let k = &(u, o) be the commutative field of rational functions in 
the two indeterminates u and u over the 2-element field Z2. 
Let K= k(~) be the division algebra over k, given by the relations 
y*=u, 
uy=yo+ 1, 
uy=yu. 
Let L = k(t) be the algebra with zero-divisors given by the relations 
t*=o, 
ot=to+ 1, 
ut = tu. 
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We observe that L is in fact the complete ring of 2 x2-matrices over its center 
404, u2). 
Furthermore we remark that with new generators 
y1 = uy, t* = ot 
the relations in K and L may be rewritten as 
yf+y, +uu2=o t: = t, 
WI = cv1+ IhJ ut, = (t, + 1)u 
Wl =Yl u ut1 = tl u. 
We now again ask for the structure of the free product (coproduct) R of K and 
L over their common subfield k. 
Just as in Example 1 the ring R contains the commutative polynomial ring 
A =k[x], x=y+ t; 
and 
R=yA+A. 
In the commutation rule 
a*y=y*rY+a’ (UEA), 
the automorphism S : a+d is easily seen to be the identity mapping. The deri- 
vation 
D : a+a’ may be specified by 
x’=x2+ u, l/=0, u’= 1. 
With 0=x we have 
(e’+lle)-eB=x’+x2=24= 
i.e. R is a quadratic O-extension of the ring A = k[x]. 
Because of u’= 1 we conclude by Theorem 6 that 
RGP,. 
We now ask for the structure of the center P of R, or alternatively, of the 
constant subring P of A. It is obvious that P contains the subfield 
k’= 4(u, 02). 
Further P contains the elements 
O= -eo+p= 
=$+u= 
=yt + ty 
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and 
0 = (f&9)‘+ A(@@ = 
= (ux)” 
=x+o(x2+u)= 
=y+t+o(yt+ty). 
It is easy to verify that 
P = k’[ a, co], 
where we have the relation 
co2=v202+o+u (v2ek’, uEk’), 
hence P is a Dedekind ring. 
CONCLUSION. The free product R of K and L is isomorphic to the 2 x 2-matrix 
ring over the Dedekind ring P. 
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